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Riemann-Hilbert Boundary Value Problems

Bernhard Riemann: The Origin
In 1851 Bernhard Riemann published his
thesis “Grundlagen für eine allgemeine
Theorie der Functionen einer veränderlichen complexen Grösse”.
This paper is well known as the origin of
the celebrated Riemann mapping
theorem, but Riemann himself considered
conformal mapping just as an example of
a more fundamental question:
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thesis “Grundlagen für eine allgemeine
Theorie der Functionen einer veränderlichen complexen Grösse”.
This paper is well known as the origin of
the celebrated Riemann mapping
theorem, but Riemann himself considered
conformal mapping just as an example of
a more fundamental question:
What are “reasonable” boundary value
problems for holomorphic functions ?
Bernhard Riemann †
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Bernhard Riemann’s Vision
After some discussion Riemann comes up with the following conclusion:
“Die Bedingungen, welche so eben zur Bestimmung der Function hinreichend
und nothwendig befunden worden sind, beziehen sich auf ihren Werth . . . in
Begrenzungspunkten, . . . und zwar geben sie für jeden Begrenzungspunkt eine
Bedingungsgleichung . . . .”
The conditions which where just found to be sufficient and necessary for determining the function are related to its values . . . at boundary points, . . . namely, they
give one equation for each boundary point.

Riemann-Hilbert Boundary Value Problem (RHP)
Let f : T × C → R be a given function. Find all functions w which are holomorphic in the complex unit disc D and continuous on its closure D, such that
the boundary condition

f t, w (t) = 0
is satisfied for all t on the unit circle T.

Conformal Mapping as Riemann-Hilbert Problem
To illustrate his general ideas, Riemann considered conformal mappings of
the unit disc D onto a simply connected domain G ,
“. . . wo also für jeden Begrenzungspunkt des Abbildes eine Ortscurve, und
zwar für alle dieselbe, . . . gegeben ist.”
. . . where for all boundary points of the image a curve is given, namely
one and the same for all points.
Conformal mappings D → G are (special) solutions of the RHP
f (w (t)) = 0

for all t ∈ T,

where f (w ) = 0 describes the boundary of the domain G .

(1)
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where f (w ) = 0 describes the boundary of the domain G .
Besides univalent conformal mappings the Riemann-Hilbert problem (1)
also admits constant solutions and multiple coverings of G .

Nonlinear Riemann-Hilbert Problems
Riemann-Hilbert problems have been considered from different perspectives:

≥ 1851 : geometric setting, conformal mapping
≥ 1903 : integral equations, Hilbert transform
≥ 1920 : singular integral equations, operator theory, index
≥ 1935 : theory of linear problems in Hölder spaces
≥ 1947 : fixed point theorems of Banach and Schauder
≥ 1972 : degree theory, back to Riemann’s original setting
≥ 1982 : problems on multiply connected domains
≥ 1987 : geometric function theory, extremal principles
≥ 1988 : several complex variables, analytic disks
≥ 1997 : transmission problems and vector-valued RHPs
≥ 2002 : problems on bordered Riemann surfaces
≥ 2010 : RHPs in circle packing

Back to the Roots: Geometric Setting of RHPs
Riemann’s geometric setting of the problem was practically out of sight for
more than a century (until A. Shnirel’man’s paper in 1972). Following
Riemann we introduce the target curves
Mt := {w ∈ C : f (t, w ) = 0},

t ∈ T.
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Then the boundary condition can be rewritten as w (t) ∈ Mt for all t ∈ T.

Geometric Setting: the Target Manifold
To untangle the family of target curves Mt we lift them from C to T × C.
The target manifold is the set
M := {(t, w ) ∈ T×C : f (t, w ) = 0}
The figure shows three colored points
t1 , t2 , t3 on T, the associated planes
{tj } × C containing the target curves
and the target manifold.

Geometric Setting: the Target Manifold
To untangle the family of target curves Mt we lift them from C to T × C.
The target manifold is the set
M := {(t, w ) ∈ T×C : f (t, w ) = 0}
The figure shows three colored points
t1 , t2 , t3 on T, the associated planes
{tj } × C containing the target curves
and the target manifold. The red line
on M is the graph of the boundary
function of a solution w , said to be
the trace of w ,
tr w := {(t, w (t)) : t ∈ T}.

Classification of RHPs
There are several classes of Riemann-Hilbert problems, depending on the
shape and the regularity of the target manifold. Basically, the target curves
can be closed (bounded) or open (unbounded), generating target
manifolds which are compact or non-compact, respectively.

A target manifold generated from simple closed curves (left) and part of a target
manifold composed of simple unbounded curves (right).

Geometric Interpretation of Linear RHPs
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The target curves of linear RHPs are straight lines
Mt = {w ∈ C : Im (f (t) w ) = c(t)}
The winding number of f is the twisting number of the target manifold,
M := {(t, w ) ∈ T × C : Im (f (t) w ) = c(t)}.

ind M = 0

ind M = 1

Linear RHPs: Geometry of Solutions
If the symbol f of the linear
RHP Im (f (t) w (t)) = c(t) has
a nonnegative winding number κ,
the solutions form an affine linear
space of dimension 2κ + 1.
If f is Hölder continuous and has
winding number zero, then the
traces of all solutions cover the
target manifold in a schlicht manner, thus (together with the target curves) providing a natural
parametrization of the target manifold.

Torus-Like Target Manifolds
Smooth target manifolds which are built from closed target curves are
called torus-like. The corresponding RHPs generalize conformal mapping
onto smoothly bounded domains.
The standard example is the problem |w (t)| = 1 with M = T × T.

Torus-Like Target Manifolds
Smooth target manifolds which are built from closed target curves are
called torus-like. The corresponding RHPs generalize conformal mapping
onto smoothly bounded domains.
The standard example is the problem |w (t)| = 1 with M = T × T.
A torus-like target manifold M is said to be admissible, if it has a
parametric representation µ ∈ C 1 (T × R) such that
M = {(t, µ(t, s)) : t, s ∈ T},
(i) for any t ∈ T the mapping s 7→ µ(t, s) is injective,
(ii) there exists a constant C > 1 such that for all s, t ∈ T
0 < 1/C ≤ |∂s µ(t, s)| ≤ C .

Winding Numbers of Solutions
Every continuous curve on a torus-like manifold M has two winding
numbers. For solutions w of RHPs one of these is equal to 1.
The second one is said to be the winding number of w about M.
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If the origin is contained in the interior of every target curve, the winding
number of w about M coincides with the number of zeros of w in D.
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Every continuous curve on a torus-like manifold M has two winding
numbers. For solutions w of RHPs one of these is equal to 1.
The second one is said to be the winding number of w about M.

windM w = 0

windM w = 2

If the origin is contained in the interior of every target curve, the winding
number of w about M coincides with the number of zeros of w in D.
More generally, a torus-like target manifold M is said to be regular, if there
exists a holomorphic function w0 ∈ H ∞ ∩ C with w0 (t) ∈ int Mt , t ∈ T.

Fundamental Solutions of Regular Problems
Solutions with winding number zero about M are said to be fundamental.
The set of these solutions is denoted W0 .

Theorem (A.I. Shnirel’man 1972 (E.W. 1987))
Any regular (admissible) torus-like target manifold M is covered by the
traces of fundamental solutions in a schlicht manner.
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Together with the target curves, the traces of all solutions with winding
number zero provide the target manifold with a canonical parametrization.

Solutions with Arbitrary Winding Numbers
In the standard case M = T × T
the solutions of the RHP are all
finite Blaschke products
w (z) = c

n
Y
z − zk
,
1 − zk z

k=1

with c ∈ D, zk ∈ D.

Theorem
Let M be an (admissible) torus-like target manifold with 0 ∈ intMt .
Then, for arbitrary points t0 ∈ T, w0 ∈ Mt0 , and z1 , . . . , zn ∈ D the RHP
w (t) ∈ Mt has a unique solution w ∈ H ∞ ∩ C with
windM w = n,

w (t0 ) = w0 ,

w (zk ) = 0 (k = 1, . . . n).

Band-Like Target Manifolds
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A non-compact target manifold M is said to be admissible if it has a
parametrization M = {(t, µ(t, s)) : t ∈ T, s ∈ R} with µ ∈ C 1 (T × R)
such that
(i) for any t ∈ T the mapping R → C, s 7→ µ(t, s) is injective
(ii) there exists a constant C > 1 such that for all s ∈ R, t ∈ T
0 < 1/C ≤ |∂s µ(t, s)| ≤ C
(iii) the limits lims→±∞ ∂s µ(t, s) =: µ± , lims→±∞ s −2 ∂t µ(t, s) = 0
exist uniformly with respect to t ∈ T.
We call such target manifolds (and the corresponding RHPs) band-like.

The Index of Band-Like RHPs
The index of (admissible) nonlinear RHPs with band-like target curves is
defined as ind M := wind µ± . Geometrically, this is the twisting number of
the target manifold.
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The index of (admissible) nonlinear RHPs with band-like target curves is
defined as ind M := wind µ± . Geometrically, this is the twisting number of
the target manifold.

ind M = 0
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Note that the assumptions imply that M is orientable, there is a
corresponding class of RHPs with smooth non-orientable target manifold.

Solvability of Problems with Arbitrary Index
Theorem (E. W.)
Let M be an admissible non-compact target manifold.
(i) If ind M < 0 the Riemann-Hilbert-Problem has at most one solution.
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in a schlicht manner.

Solvability of Problems with Arbitrary Index
Theorem (E. W.)
Let M be an admissible non-compact target manifold.
(i) If ind M < 0 the Riemann-Hilbert-Problem has at most one solution.
(ii) If ind M = 0 the target manifold is covered by the traces of solutions
in a schlicht manner.
(iii) If ind M = n ≥ 0 then, for all t0 ∈ T, W0 ∈ Mt0 , z1 , . . . , zn ∈ D
w1 , . . . , wn ∈ C, the RHP has a unique solution which satisfies the
interpolation conditions w (t0 ) = W0 , w (zk ) = Wk (k = 1, . . . , n).

Extremal Principles

More Geometry: Extremal Principle for RHPs
Conformal mappings are characterized by extremal properties.
Have solutions to general Riemann-Hilbert problems similar properties ?

More Geometry: Extremal Principle for RHPs
Conformal mappings are characterized by extremal properties.
Have solutions to general Riemann-Hilbert problems similar properties ?
We consider classes of holomorphic functions with restricted boundary
values,
A := {w ∈ H ∞ (D) : w (t) ∈ int Mt a.e. on T}.
Here int Mt denotes the closure of the Jordan
domain bounded by Mt and H ∞ (D) is the
Hardy space of bounded holomorphic functions in D.
The figure shows the traces of four functions
in A, caged in the target manifold generated
by the curves Mt (only a part of M is shown).
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By the maximum principle, the restriction of boundary values induces
restrictions of the values at interior points z ∈ D.
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By the maximum principle, the restriction of boundary values induces
restrictions of the values at interior points z ∈ D.
For example, |w (t)| ≤ 1 for all t ∈ T implies |w (z)| ≤ 1 for all z ∈ D.
So we are interested in properties of
the range of values
A(z) := {w (z) : w ∈ A}
for functions in A and its explicit determination. This gives rise to an extremal problem.
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A function w ∈ A is said to be an extremal function, if for some z ∈ D,
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Theorem (E.W.)
Let M be a regular compact target manifold and z ∈ D.
(i) The range of values A(z) is homeomorphic to a closed disk.
(ii) The extremal functions are exactly the solutions of the RHP
w (t) ∈ Mt with winding number zero.
(iii) If w (z) ∈ ∂A(z) for some z ∈ D, then this holds for all z ∈ D.
In the standard case M = T × T the result is just the maximum principle.
Solutions with arbitrary winding number can be characterized similarly.
For solutions with windM w = 1 the result generalizes Schwarz’ lemma.
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Determination of the Ranges of Values

To find the range A(z) . . .

. . . and fill in the interior of Mz .

. . . solve the RHP w (t) ∈ Mt . . .

. . . determine Mz := {w (z) : w ∈ W0 } . . .
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The first problem is hard and the proof requires assumptions on the regularity
of the target manifold. The existence of extremal functions can be shown
in weaker hypotheses.

Direct Proof of the Extremal Principle ?
The proof of the extremal principle needs three ingredients:
(i) existence of the family of fundamental solutions W0
(ii) existence of extremal functions
(iii) coincidence of both families
The first problem is hard and the proof requires assumptions on the regularity
of the target manifold. The existence of extremal functions can be shown
in weaker hypotheses.

Challenge:
Give a direct proof that the extremal functions satisfy the boundary
condition of the RHP, without a-priory knowledge about the existence of
solutions to the latter problem !

Canonical Homeomorphism A ∼
=B
In the standard case, where Mt := T for all t ∈ T, the set
A := {w ∈ H ∞ (D) : w (t) ∈ int Mt a.e. on T}
is the closed unit ball B of the Hardy space H ∞ .
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Open Problem: Canonical homeomorphism A ∼
=B
Can (any fixed) set A be parameterized by the functions in the closed unit
ball B of H ∞ ? Is there a canonical way to do so ?
There are several cases where a positive answer is known:
RHPs related to Nevanlinna-Pick interpolation (Nevanlinna)
Mt := {w : |w − f (t)| = c}

(Nehari, Adamyan-Arov-Krein)

Mt := {w : |w − f (t)| = r (t)} circular

(Glader and EW)

The geometry of RHPs

Three typical examples of RHPs
What happens if the assumption on regularity of the target manifold is
dropped ? The following examples are prototypic.
Example 1: Mt = {w ∈ C : |w | = 1}
Many solutions:
w (z) = c

n
Y
z − zk
.
1 − zkz
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Example 2: Mt = {w ∈ C : |w − t −1 | = 1}
Exactly one solution w ≡ 0.
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What happens if the assumption on regularity of the target manifold is
dropped ? The following examples are prototypic.
Example 1: Mt = {w ∈ C : |w | = 1}
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w (z) = c
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Example 2: Mt = {w ∈ C : |w − t −1 | = 1}
Exactly one solution w ≡ 0.

Example 3: Mt = {w ∈ C : |w − 2 t −1 | = 1}
No solution.
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The three examples are prototypes of three classes of Riemann-Hilbert problems with (admissible) torus-like target manifolds.
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target manifolds is endowed with the topology emerging from the
Hausdorff distance. Recall that M is the disjoint union of R, S and V .

Theorem (E.W.)
(i) The sets R and V are open in M .
(ii) The set S (is closed and) forms the common boundary of R and V .
(iii) The union of R and V is dense in M .
Corollaries.
1. Typical (“generic”) problems belong to R or V .
2. Any (continuous) path from R to V intersects S .
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The transition from RHPs of class R to class V is crucial for the understanding of so-called H ∞ -optimization problems.
We consider linear causal time invariant stable systems
input-

B

output
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The input-output behavior is described by a transfer function f ,
which is a bounded holomorphic function in the right half plane C+ .
Its boundary function ω 7→ f (i ω) is the frequency response:
|f (i ω)| − gain,

arg f (i ω) − phase shift

Goal: Construct a system with given frequency response f0 .

Evaluation of Systems
In general an “ideal system” with frequency response f0 does not exist,
since the boundary function of a holomorphic function cannot be prescribed
arbitrarily.
To evaluate the performance of a system with frequency response f ,
one defines a penalty function,
F : R × C → R,
such that, for each frequency ω, the
value F (ω, f ) measures the “distance” between f (iω) and the “ideal” frequency response f0 (iω). The meaning
of “distance” is specified by the level
sets of F .
The picture illustrates the level sets of a penalty function for a fixed frequency ω.

Helton’s H ∞ -Optimization Problem
Defining the performance P(f ) of a system with frequency response f by
worst case analysis with respect to all frequencies,

P(f ) := ess sup F ω, f (i ω) ,
ω∈R

we arrive at the general problem of H ∞ -Optimization (J.W. Helton):

The OPT-problem P(f ) → Min !
Find the optimal performance
P ∗ := inf {P(f ) : f ∈ H ∞ (C+ )}
and all transfer functions f with P(f ) = P ∗ .

Geometric Interpretation
The Cayley-Transform transplants the problem from C+ to D. The set
A(c) := {w ∈ H ∞ (D) : F (t, w (t)) ≤ c a.e. on T}
of all bounded holomorphic functions in D with restricted boundary values
consists of frequency response functions of all systems with performance
not worse than c.
The figure shows (part of) the manifold
M(c) := {(t, w ) ∈ T × C : F (t, w ) = c}
and the traces of some functions in A(c).
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The Cayley-Transform transplants the problem from C+ to D. The set
A(c) := {w ∈ H ∞ (D) : F (t, w (t)) ≤ c a.e. on T}
of all bounded holomorphic functions in D with restricted boundary values
consists of frequency response functions of all systems with performance
not worse than c.
The figure shows (part of) the manifold
M(c) := {(t, w ) ∈ T × C : F (t, w ) = c}
and the traces of some functions in A(c).
Varying c we get nested manifolds M(c).
Now we see the manifolds corresponding to
different performance levels.
The OPT-problem consists in finding the smallest value c such that the set
A(c) is non-void.

Admissible Penalty Functions
A penalty function F is said to be admissible, if the manifolds
M(c) := {(t, w ) ∈ T × C : F (t, w ) = c}
satisfy the following conditions:
(i) All M(c) are admissible torus-like target manifolds.
(ii) The M(c) form a nested family which depends continuously on
c ∈ R+ , if 0 < c < d then M(c) ⊂ int M(d).
(iii) If c is large then M(c) ∈ R, if c is small then M(c) ∈ V .
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A penalty function F is said to be admissible, if the manifolds
M(c) := {(t, w ) ∈ T × C : F (t, w ) = c}
satisfy the following conditions:
(i) All M(c) are admissible torus-like target manifolds.
(ii) The M(c) form a nested family which depends continuously on
c ∈ R+ , if 0 < c < d then M(c) ⊂ int M(d).
(iii) If c is large then M(c) ∈ R, if c is small then M(c) ∈ V .
The conditions guarantee that c 7→ M(c) is a continuous path in M which
starts in V and ends in R. Consequently, there exists c ∗ such
that M(c ∗ ) ∈ S .
Uniqueness of the optimal value c ∗ follows from the condition (ii).

Solvability of the OPT-Problem
The solution of the OPT-problem is a solution of the singular RHP with
target manifold M(c ∗ ) ∈ S . This yields the following

Theorem (Helton, Marshall, E.W.)
For any admissible penalty function F the OPT-problem has a unique
solution. The solution is completely characterized by three properties:
(i) w is holomorphic in D and continuous on D.

(ii) F t, w (t) = c ∗ = const on T
(iii) wind ∂w F (., w ) =: k ≥ 1.
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Solvability of the OPT-Problem
The solution of the OPT-problem is a solution of the singular RHP with
target manifold M(c ∗ ) ∈ S . This yields the following

Theorem (Helton, Marshall, E.W.)
For any admissible penalty function F the OPT-problem has a unique
solution. The solution is completely characterized by three properties:
(i) w is holomorphic in D and continuous on D.

(ii) F t, w (t) = c ∗ = const on T
(iii) wind ∂w F (., w ) =: k ≥ 1.
The second condition says that the optimal system “flattens the penalty”,
i.e., it has the same performance c ∗ for all frequencies.
The third condition is equivalent to windM(c) w = −k < 0.
The relation to RHPs allows one to construct efficient numerical methods
for solving the OPT-problem.

Numerical Methods
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Numerical Methods: Overview
Various numerical methods have been developed for explicit RHPs
v (t) = f (t, u(t)), implicit RHPs f (t, w (t)) = 0, parameterized RHPs
w (t) = µ(t, s(t)) and RHPs with circular target curves:
(a) simple iteration scheme (Banach’s fixed point theorem) for (E)
(b) generalization of Wegmann’s method for conformal mapping (E,I,P)
(c) discrete nonlinear RHPs, collocation method (E,I,P)
(d) adaptive wavelet methods (E,I,P)
(e) methods based on the (generalized) Nevanlinna parametrization (C)
Convergence of the (discretized) algorithms has been proved for (a), (c) and
(e).
For (b) the interplay between linearization and discretization is crucial. While
convergence of the non-discrete method (of Newton type) is guaranteed, the
discretized iteration may (finally) diverge.
Skip

Generalization of Wegmann’s Method
In 1978 Rudolf Wegmann proposed an
iterative method for numerical conformal
mapping which is based on a geometric
linearization of the boundary condition.
In every step of the iteration a linear RHP
has to be solved.
This approach can be adapted to RHPs
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It generates two sequences (fk ) and (wk ), where the functions fk satisfy the
boundary condition, while the wk are holomorphic.
Under appropriate assumptions both sequences converge (quadratically) to
the solution of the nonlinear RHP.
Since convergence is only guaranteed locally in a neighborhood of the solution, the iteration is combined with a homotopy method.

Discretization of Wegmann’s Method
Every step of Wegmann’s method requires the solution of a linear RHP. These solutions are given explicitly, by a formula involving the Hilbert operator
H (acting on functions on the unit circle T).
After discretizing T by a uniform grid TN , the Hilbert transform can be
efficiently evaluated using fast Fourier transform.
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Discretization of Wegmann’s Method
Every step of Wegmann’s method requires the solution of a linear RHP. These solutions are given explicitly, by a formula involving the Hilbert operator
H (acting on functions on the unit circle T).
After discretizing T by a uniform grid TN , the Hilbert transform can be
efficiently evaluated using fast Fourier transform.
Discretization may disturb convergence !
After an initial period where the error decays quadratically, one typically observes
a period of linear decay, and finally the
error may even increase.
The figure shows the long-time behavior of the error for four RHPs of different
complexity.
The method is very simple and efficient, thanks to the fast implementation
of the FFT and the (initially) quadratic decay of the error.
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Theorem (E.W.)
Let w ∗ be a solution of a RHP with target manifold M in C m (m ≥ 2),
satisfying appropriate side conditions. Then the discrete RHP has a unique
∗
solution w N ∈ P+
N (for N ≥ N0 ) in a neighborhood of w , and
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The discrete RHP can be solved by Newton’s method. In every step three linear
Toeplitz systems must be solved. Fast
Toeplitz solvers have order O(N log2 N).
In practice much slower than FFT.
Method stable and converges quadratically.

Adaptive Wavelet Methods
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Often solutions to RHPs are “nice” almost everywhere on the circle, except
in (one or several) small regions.
This corresponds to the crowding phenomenon in conformal mapping. The
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Adaptive Wavelet Methods (with Frank Martin)
Often solutions to RHPs are “nice” almost everywhere on the circle, except
in (one or several) small regions.
This corresponds to the crowding phenomenon in conformal mapping. The
“critical” regions are typically not known in advance.
Using wavelets, one can construct
numerical methods which detect the
regions and adapt the mesh accordingly.
We used piecewise linear and cubic spline
wavelets with three vanishing moments.
Singularity detection and mesh refinement
(as well as mesh coarsening) has to be
done simultaneously along the homotopy
path and during the Newton iteration.
For a typical example, we see the final density and the number of active
wavelets at the different refinement levels.

Nevanlinna Parametrization
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functions, which can be determined
algebraically from three fundamental
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Circular Target Curves (with Christer Glader)
Special algorithms are available for RHPs with circular target curves
|w (t) − c(t)| = r (t).
All solutions of the RHP can be obtained
from the Nevanlinna parametrization
w (z) =

P(z) B(z) + Q(z)
.
R(z) B(z) + S(z)

B is a (finite) Blaschke product, the
coefficients P, Q, R, S are holomorphic
functions, which can be determined
algebraically from three fundamental
solutions of the RHP.
Using the Hilbert transform, they can be even be constructed from a single
solution of the RHP with arbitrary winding number.
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(i) local convergence (Newton method with embedding)
(ii) the “crowding phenomenon” is difficult to handle
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Globally convergent numerical methods ?
None of the methods is really satisfactory for general RHPs:
(i) local convergence (Newton method with embedding)
(ii) the “crowding phenomenon” is difficult to handle
(iii) adaptive wavelet method is too complicated (large overhead)

Goal:
Construct (globally convergent) numerical methods for solving general
nonlinear RHPs which can handle the crowding phenomenon.
In contrast to conformal mapping we cannot choose the “good direction”
G → D of the mapping, solutions must be computed on D.
Good candidates for generalization are methods which can handle the conformal mapping D → G .
Homework for conformal mappers: Check if your favorite numerical method
can be adapted to RHPs.
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which are holomorphic in D and E := C \ D, respectively.
Riesz decomposition
f (t) = f+ (t) + f− (t)

with

f− (∞) = 0.

Wiener–Hopf factorization
f (t) = f+ (t) · t κ · f− (t), where f± (z) 6= 0, f− (∞) = 1, κ ∈ Z.
Linear Riemann–Hilbert transmission problem: For given functions G and g
on T, find w+ holomorphic in D and w− holomorphic in E such that on T
w− (t) = G (t) w+ (t) + g (t).

Blaschke Representation
Riesz decomposition: write f : T → C as f = f+ − f− ≡ d(f+ , f− ),
where d(z, w ) := z − w is the complex Euclidean distance on C.
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Blaschke Representation
Riesz decomposition: write f : T → C as f = f+ − f− ≡ d(f+ , f− ),
where d(z, w ) := z − w is the complex Euclidean distance on C.
Hyperbolic version: write f : T → D as f = p(f+ , f− ), where
p(z, w ) := (z − w )/(1 − w z)
is the complex pseudohyperbolic distance on D.

Theorem (E. W., L.v. Wolfersdorf)
Every function f ∈ L∞ (T) with kf k∞ ≤ 1 admits a representation
f =

f+ − f−
,
1 − f − f+

∞ , kf k
with f± ∈ H±
± ∞ ≤ 1, and f− (∞) = 0. It is unique if kf k∞ < 1.

The representation (2) appears for the first time in 1999 in a paper by
Sylvester and Winebrenner on scattering in layered media.

(2)

Nonlinear Transmission Problems
Problem (Nonlinear Riemann-Hilbert transmission problem)
Let G : T × C → C be a given function. Find w+ holomorphic in D and
w− holomorphic in E := C \ D such that
w+ (t) = G (t, w− (t)),

t ∈ T,
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w+ (t) = G (t, w− (t)),

t ∈ T,

w− (∞) = 0.

(3)

Theorem (G. Khimshiashvili, I. Spitkovsky, E. W.)
Let G be continuously differentiable with uniformly bounded first
derivatives. If there exist a positive constant δ and a smooth unimodular
function g : T → T with winding number zero such that the ellipticity
condition

(t, z) ∈ T × C,
Re g (t) ∂z G (t, z) − |∂ z G (t, z)| ≥ δ > 0,
is satisfied, then the transmission problem (3) has a unique solution in the
Hardy-Sobolev space H ∞ ∩ Wr1 for each r ∈ (1, ∞).

Back to Apollonius

Historical Circle Packings
Circle packings have been fascinating people for more than 2000 years.
The Apollonian Packings are constructed by inscribing two circles of the
same size into a given one, and then successively filling in new circles into
the resulting interstices.

The right Figure shows a traditional Japanese temple problem, where a
pattern of five circles must be inscribed into an ellipse-shaped curve.
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The figure shows two circle packings mimicking a discrete conformal mapping of a disk onto a square.
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Circle Packing: Informal Introduction

A circle packing is a collection of
circles (or disks) in the plane with
a specified pattern of tangencies.
The skeleton of a packing is its
combinatorics, viz. the structure
of tangency relations between its
circles.
Given the combinatorics, radii and centers of the circles have to be chosen
such that the circles fit accordingly.
Two circles of a packing are said to be neighbors if they are supposed to
be tangent according to the combinatorics.
The interior of a packing consists of those circles which are surrounded by
a chain of neighbors; the other circles form the boundary.

Circle Packing: Definition
The combinatorics of a packing is specified by a two-dimensional simplicial
complex K which triangulates an oriented metric surface. In this talk we
consider only finite complexes K triangulating an Euclidean disk.

Definition (Circle packing)
A collection P = {Cv } of circles in C is a circle packing for a complex K ,
if it satisfies the following:
(i) P has a circle Cv associated with each vertex v of K .
(ii) Two circles Cu , Cv are externally tangent whenever hu, v i is an edge
of K .
(iii) If hu, v , w i is a (positively oriented) face of K , then the centers of the
circles Cu , Cv , Cw form a positively oriented triangle.

Circle Packings: Univalence and Branching
A circle packing in which the circles have mutually disjoint interiors is said
to be univalent. It is called locally univalent if the chain of neighbors of
each interior circle Cj wraps once around Cj . An example is Kenneth
Stephenson’s snake packing.

The third packing is a branched packing. The circle in the middle has
branch order one, the chain of its neighbors wraps twice around this circle.
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A circle packing in which the circles have mutually disjoint interiors is said
to be univalent. It is called locally univalent if the chain of neighbors of
each interior circle Cj wraps once around Cj . An example is Kenneth
Stephenson’s snake packing.

The third packing is a branched packing. The circle in the middle has
branch order one, the chain of its neighbors wraps twice around this circle.
For simplicity, all packings we encounter in this talk are assumed to be
locally univalent.
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Are there special circle packings with prescribed combinatorics ?
A celebrated theorem of Koebe, Andreev and Thurston guarantees the
existence of a maximal packing (with arbitrarily given combinatorics),
which is a univalent packing in which every boundary circle is internally
tangent to the unit circle T.

The maximal packing is unique up to conformal automorphisms of the unit
disk. It can be normalized by three appropriate side conditions.
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freedom. Three of these parameters correspond to rigid motions.
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Theorem (David Bauer, Ken Stephenson, E.W.)
For any combinatorial closed disc K with n vertices and m boundary
vertices the set D of (univalent) circle packings over K is a smooth
submanifold of Rn+ × Cn with real dimension m + 3.
An analogous result holds for branched packings.

Discrete Riemann-Hilbert Problems
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Problem (Circle Packing RHPs)
Let K be a combinatorial closed disc with m boundary vertices and let
M1 , . . . , Mm be a given family of Jordan (target) curves. Find all circle packings
P for K such that any boundary circle Bk of P lies in the closure of the domain
bounded by the corresponding target curve Mk and meets Mk ,
Bk ⊂ clos int Mk , Bk ∩ Mk 6= ∅ (k = 1, . . . , m).
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Problem (Circle Packing RHPs)
Let K be a combinatorial closed disc with m boundary vertices and let
M1 , . . . , Mm be a given family of Jordan (target) curves. Find all circle packings
P for K such that any boundary circle Bk of P lies in the closure of the domain
bounded by the corresponding target curve Mk and meets Mk ,
Bk ⊂ clos int Mk , Bk ∩ Mk 6= ∅ (k = 1, . . . , m).

Discretized Riemann-Hilbert Problems: The Setting
Let P 0 be a (normalized) maximal packing for K . If tj is the contact point
of the boundary circle Bj0 with the unit circle, then we choose the target
curve Mtj of the continuous problem as target curve for the corresponding
boundary circle Bj in the circle packing Riemann-Hilbert problem.

→

If the boundary circle Bj of the range packing touches its target curve Mtj
at one point wj it is natural to consider wj as the value of the discrete
solution at tj .
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conditions for the target curves which guarantee that the
corresponding problem is solvable.
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Central questions:
Consider packings with fixed complex K and find appropriate
conditions for the target curves which guarantee that the
corresponding problem is solvable.
Start with a given (continuous) RHP and discretize it such that the
corresponding circle packing RHP is solvable.
Show that the solutions of the circle packing problems converge to
the solution of the original problem under appropriate refinement of
the combinatorics.
In the above setting the problem is certainly too general to expect “nice”
results, there are discretization effects which make the circle packing
Riemann-Hilbert problem more involved then its continuous counterpart.
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The class of fundamental solutions with winding number zero is badly
accessible in the discrete case.
For the standard example M = T × T, the fundamental solutions are
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Some Obstacles
The class of fundamental solutions with winding number zero is badly
accessible in the discrete case.
For the standard example M = T × T, the fundamental solutions are
unimodular constants, which have no counterpart in circle packing.
Idea: Consider foremost solutions with winding number one. Think of the
Riemann-Hilbert problem as generalization of conformal mapping.
Even solutions to RHPs with winding number one can have branch points
and their location is not known a-priory.
Idea: Let the packing decide where it needs branch points. Find
appropriate indicators.
A branch structure may be incompatible with a given combinatorics, the
complex K must be chosen accordingly.
Idea: Develop algorithms to adapt the combinatorics automatically.

An Encouraging Example
The figures below depict the solution of the Riemann-Hilbert problem
|w (t) − 0.2 t −4 | = 0.82,

w (0) = 0, w 0 (0) > 0

[7]

Shown are the range packing modelled on the heptagonal complex K4 , the
real and imaginary part of the continuous solution (solid) and the discrete
solution (dots), and their traces on the target manifold.

An Encouraging Example
The figures below depict the solution of the Riemann-Hilbert problem
|w (t) − 0.2 t −4 | = 0.80,

w (0) = 0, w 0 (0) > 0

The cusps at the boundary of the packing indicate that the discrete solution
tries to develop branch points which emerge at the boundary if 0.82 is
replaced by 0.80.
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Studying RHPs for circle packings raises a number of new problems:
describe the tangent space TP D ⊂ Rn × Cn of D at P ∈ D
describe the manifold C ⊂ Cn of boundary centers of packings in D.
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Perspectives: a Hilbert Transform in Circle Packing
Studying RHPs for circle packings raises a number of new problems:
describe the tangent space TP D ⊂ Rn × Cn of D at P ∈ D
describe the manifold C ⊂ Cn of boundary centers of packings in D.
For answering these (and other) questions the investigation of incremental
Riemann-Hilbert problems and local frames is crucial.
One of the most interesting objects in this context is a discrete counterpart of the Hilbert transform in circle packing.
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